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This invention relates to a hydraulic cas 
ing spear. , 
An object of the invention is to provide a 

casing spear which is of novel, simple and 
durable construction, and which can be low 
ered into a wellfcasing in contracted position, 
expanded hydraulically into engagement 
with the‘interior of the casing, and used _as 
a tool for recovering casing. 

. Another object of the invention is to pro 
vide a hydraulic casing spear which is hy 
draulically expanded into engagement with 
the in'terior of a casing and which is so con 
structed that thecasing can be easily disen 

15 gaged and the tool recovered in the event 
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that the casing is so frozen in the well that 
its recovery vcannot be had. 
With the foregoing and other objects in 

View, which will be made manifest in the fol 
lowing detailed description, and specifically 
pointed out' in the appended claims. refer-v 
ence is had to the accompanying drawings for 
an illustrativer embodiment of the invention, 
wherein: ' 

Fig. 1 is a vertical section through a sec 
tion of casing, illustrating the improved 
hydraulic casing spear in contracted position 
therein. i ' , 

Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. 1, illustrat 
ing the casing spear in expanded position in 
the casing. ' 

Fig. 3 is a horizontal section taken substan 
tially upon the line 3-3 upon Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 is a horizontal section taken substan 
tially upon the line 4-4 upon Fig. 1. 
Referring to the accompanying drawings, 

wherein similar reference characters desig 
nate similar parts throughout, the improved 
hydraulic casing spear comprises a cylindri 
cal body 10 having its upper end internally 
threaded, as at 11, providing for attachment 
to a string of drill pipe D by .means of the 
pin P of a tool joint. The body 10 preferably 
has its upper portion cylindrical and below 
this upper portion there is formed a frustof 
conical portion, indicated :1t-'12. Below the 
frusto-conical portion 12 the body is reduced, 
as at 13, and at its extreme bottom there is a 
reduced externally threaded extension 14. A. 
vertical central circulation passage 15 extends 

from end to end through the body. In the 
exterior surface of the frusto-conical portion 
12 there are formed dovetailed grooves 16 
which form upwardly convergent guides for 
slips 17. In the upper portion of the body 
there are vformed a plurality of bores 18, 
which are parallel to the grooves 16. The 
bores 18 constitute -cylinders in which pis 
tons 19 are slidable and these pistons may 
be provided with packing elements 20, if de 
sirable.. A ~ 

The pistons in their simplest 'form merely ' 
comprise cylindrical rods which are thread 
.edly attached to the tops of the slips 17. 
Beneath the truste-conical portion 12 there is 
disposed an annular ring 21 adapted to be 
engaged by the slips 17 and forced down 
wardly. thereby. A head 22,.shown as having 
a hemispherical bottom. is threaded onto _the 
extension 14 and located in place by a safety 
pin 23. `This head, by virtue of its shape. 
facilitates entering the tool into casings and ' 
in instances where the casing is partially 
collapsed it may serve to swage'out the cas 
lng. 

The head 22 forms two shoulders, indicated 
at 24 and 25. The shoulder 24 constitutes 
a spring seat for a spring 26 compressed be 
tween the spring seat andthe ring 21. The 
shoulder 25 forms a stop limiting the down 
ward movement of the ring 2l. , 
The operation of the device is as follows: 

The'tool is lowered into the casing C and 
when it has reached the desired position the 
circulation pumps are turned on, forcing cir 
culation fluid downwardly through the drill 
pipe. This circulation fluid flows down 
wardly through the circulation passage 15 
but suflicient pressure. is developed Within 
the body 10 to force, the pistons 19 downward 
ly against the action of the coil spring 26. 
The downward movement of the pistons 19 
causes the slips to _move dou-'nwardly on their 
inclined guides or grooves 16 until the slips 
have assumed the expandedposit-ion, shown 
in Fig. 2. wherein they engage the casing. As 
shown upon the drawings. the slips have up 
wardly directed teeth so that after they have 
engaged the casing they will hold it and per 
init its being lifted or carried by the tool. 
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Downward movement of the slips is limited 
by .the ring 21 engaging the shoulder' 25. If 
for any reason it should be desired to disen 
gage the tool from the casing, the fluid pres 
sure developed within the drill pipe D is re 
leased, allowing pressures on the inside and 
outside of the tool to be equalized. The 
spring 26 then becomes effective to force the 
ring 21 and slips upwardly, returning the 
slips into their contracted positions. 

Frequently, however, after the teeth on 
the slips have dug into the casing it isy neces 
sary to lower the tool slightly and thus loosen 
the slips from the casing before the spring 26 
will become eíïective'. It will be appreciated 
that by the above described construction, after 
the casing has been engaged by the slips and 
the weight of the casing is being carried 
thereby, that it is no longer necessary to keep 
pressure developed within the tool or drill 
pipe D. 
From the above described construction it 

will be appreciated that a simple, novel and 
durable hydraulic casing spear is provided 
which will satisfactorily> perform the func 
tions for which it was intended. The device 
has very few moving parts and cannot easily 
get out of order. Furthermore. it is possible 
to release the tool from the casing whenever 
this is found desirable. 
A desirable advantage of the improved 

construction resides in the fact that each of 
the slips can be forced downwardly into ex 
panded position independently of the other 
slips. By such an arrangement the tool can 
be satisfactorily employed in recovering or 
withdrawing partially collapsed casing. In 
View of the fact that each slip can be forced 
downwardly independently of the others, the 
tool will accommodate itself to partially col 
lapsed or non-circular casingy and establish a 
firm grip thereon, enabling its recovery. 
Various changes may be made in the details 

of construction without departing from the 
spirit or scope of the invention as dei‘ined by 
the appended claims. 

I claim: 
l. A hydraulic casing spear comprising a 

body having inclined guides, slips movable 
upon the guides adapted to assume contracted 
or expanded positions thereon, and hydrauli 
cally operable means for moving each of the 
slips independently of the others. 

Q. A hydraulic casing spear comprising a 
body having a circulation passage there 
through, there being upwardly convergent 
guides upon the body, slips movable upon the 
guides, there being bores providing cylinders 
in the body parallel with the guides, pistons 
movable in the bores and connected to the 
slips whereby the slips may be forced down- . 
wardly by hydraulic pressure, and means for 
urging the slips into upper-most positions. 

3. A hydraulic casing spear comprising ay 
body having inclined guides thereon, slips 
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movable upon the guides adapted to assume 
contracted or expanded positions thereon, and 
pistons, one for each slip, operable by Íiuid 
pressure developed in the interior of' the body 
for moving the slips. 

4. A hydraulic casing spear comprising a 
body having a plurality of upwardly con 
vergent dove tailed grooves formed thereon, 
there being cylinders in the body communicat 
ing with its interior, each cylinder being ar 
ranged parallel to its respective groove, slips 
slidable in their respective grooves, and pis 
tons reciprocable in their respective cylinders 
and connected to their respective slips. 

5. A hydraulic casing spear comprising a 
body havingl a plurality of upwardly con 
vergent dove tailed grooves formed thereon, 
there heilig cylinders in the body communicat 
ing with its interior, cach cylinder being ar 
ranged parallel to its respective groove, slips 
slidable in their respective grooves, pistons 
reciprocable in their respective cylinders and 
connected to their respective slips. a ring 
against w hich the lower ends of the slips bear, 
and spring means arranged about the body 
urging the ring and slips upwardly. 

6. A hydraulic casing spear comprising a 
body. slips movable upon the body into eX 
panded or contracted positions, and inde 
pendently operable hydraulic pistons for 
moving the slips, one piston being associated 
w ith each slip whereby the slips may be moved 
independently ot each other. 

7. A hydraulic casing spear comprising a 
body, there being cylinders in the body ar 
ranged otherwise than parallel to the verti 
cal central axis through the body, pistons re 
ciprocable therein, and slips fastened to their 
respective pistons adapted to be moved there 
by into expanded positions. 

8. A hydraulic casing spear comprising a 
body, there being downwardly divergent 
bores formed in the body constituting cylin 
ders, hydraulically operated pistons recipro 
cable in the cylinders. and slips fastened to 
their respective pistons adapted to be moved 
thereby into expanded positions. 
In testimony whereof I have signed my 

name to this specification. 
PAUL Gr. GATES. 
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